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Q1) Read the following passage and answer the following questions. 8

Krakatoa is an active volcano. It has erupted several times causing great
disasters. The worst of the eruptions took place in august 1883.The
Volcano erupted with a loud boom that man has ever heard. The island,

which was a volcanic mountain, collapsed on itself. The dust that was
thrown up in the eruption rose to about 80 km in the sky. It spread in the
sky around the world and later settled in different parts of the world
thousands of kilometers away.
The eruptions caused giant waves or tsunamis in the sea near the island.
165 villages and towns were destroyed due to the eruption and tsunamis

Questions
Tick the correct answer

a) Krakatoa is
1) Volcano
2) Earthquake

b ) Name the other natural calamity in the passage.

b) What caused giant waves?
c) What was after effect of the giant waves.
d) Give the opposites of a) different b ) active
e) Make sentence from using the following 1) around the world

3) Many times.
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Q2) Read the following poem and answer the questions 6

There’s is silver house in the lovely house sky,

As round as a silver crown;

It takes two weeks to build up

And it two to pull it down

There’s a man who lives in the silver house,

In a lonely sort of way

But what his name is no one knows

Or no one likes to say

Questions

1) Where is the silver house?
2) Who lives in the silver house?
3) Give two rhyming words form the poem
4) How long does it take to pull the house up?
5) With whom does the man stay?
6) Would you like to stay in the moon? Why?

QIII) Write the comparisons 4

a) As light as _____________
b) As blue as ____________

Q IV) Make sentences using antonym of the underlined word 4

a) Elders cross the carefully
b) The monitor listened to all of us patiently.

QV) Write a monologue when your friend stopped talking to you for not helping
him during the class test. 5
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QVI) Write an composition on any one a) A day without TV b) Your
grandmother 6

QVII) Write a letter to your school principle seeking 3 days leave during
exams. 5

QVIII Complete the following comparisons. 2

1)As green as _______

2)As black as

QIX) Do as directed 10

a) The young man played the violin very well ( Underline the verb)
b) The ball ________into the well ( fell/ up)
c) I want to buy some sweets. ( state whether the underlined verb is finite

or non- finite)
d) There ____________ some doubts which needs explanation (is / are) .
e) Give the past tense of teach ___________ 2) buy
f) Water boils at 100 . centigrade ( identify the tense)
g) Amit is _______________in Poona now ( live) ( Fill in the blanks with

suitable tense)

h) I did not buy the dress because I did not ________________( had / have
) enough money.

i)Nitin _________________completed the project by 16 th of
December.(fill in the blank to make sentence in future perfect tense.)

j)The gardener was watering the plants . ( identify the tense)
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